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The Rock & Roll Alphabet offers an informative, artistic, and whimsical survey of Rock & Roll History

through the lens of Chuck Boyd's camera. Featuring photographs from the Chuck Boyd Photo

Collection, this innovative, photo-driven retrospective presents a 'kid-friendly' alphabetical survey of

several Rock legends from the 1960's and 1970's. With it's vintage Rock & Roll photography and

engaging, poetic rhyme-scheme, readers will find The Rock & Roll Alphabet to be an educational

and enjoyable visual and literary experience. This children's text offers a fun and engaging way to

reinforce alphabet familiarity and introduce your young ones to some of Rock & Roll's greatest at

the same time. Reformatted and enhanced for the Kindle Fire, this eBook makes a great addition

and showpiece to the library of any music fan.The images in this book were all taken by renowned

Rock & Roll photographer, Chuck Boyd. These selected photos from The Chuck Boyd Photo

Collection represent only a fraction of the 30,000 images that Chuck captured during his career.

Chuck had the opportunity to photograph several incredible artists including The Beatles, The

Grateful Dead, James Brown, KISS, Led Zeppelin, The Rolling Stones, and The Who. His unique

talent and professionalism quickly earned him the trust of many musicians, allowing him backstage

and on stage access during hundreds of shows.
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So.Freaking.Adorable. Each letter represents a relevant, classic and iconic musician/artist/band.

With real vibrant photos! It was such an adorable baby shower gift for those cool parents-to-be. I

hope to be lucky enough to receive it when it's my turn! :)

With any alphabet book you know you're only getting 26 entries, but I guess I had hoped for a

collage at each letter, perhaps an iconic shot and then several lesser photos in snap shot style

format. It's a fun little coffee table conversation starter, but I couldn't help feel that the writer and

publisher could have elevated this to something greater.

My brother bought this for my toddler as a gift and he LOVES it. Every page, as we read it to him,

he points and says 'guitar' 'drum' etc. And now he says 'Beatles!' since he doesn't yet even know

his colors, this is a pretty cool word to know. :) my husband and I enjoy the book, which reads

effortlessly, and our son enjoys the pictures and lilting rhythm.

I bought this for a music-lover's daughter's 1st birthday. While I love the idea of it, some of the

pictures are a little frightening for a small child. I am not sure what the actual age recommendation

is, but this is probably more of conversation piece for adults rather than a child's learning book!

While I don't regret buying it, it's not at all what I had in mind.

This is a great book to introduce children to rock & roll icons and is enjoyable for musicians young

and old. The photos are great and the rhymes for each letter are very cute and clever. My son is

only three but I imagine as he gets older, the images and poems will be an entry into learning more

about the history of rock & roll and "the greats". I have given this book as a gift too as parents

appreciate it not being the typical ABC book.

Great gift for my grandchildren and an interactive way for me to teach them about the music of my

generation while they learn the alphabet.

Short and sweet. Great undiscovered images from the most iconic artists in our history. I'm a huge

music and music history buff so this was a nice add-on to the collection.



This is a pretty awesome way to teach your kids the alphabet!! My husband and I read it before we

looked through it with our 15 month old. Great pictures too!
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